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Abstract 15 

Preimplantation genetic testing for aneuploidy (PGT-A) is one of the most controversial 16 

topics in reproductive medicine, with disagreements over the apparently contradictory 17 

results of randomised controlled trials, non-selection trials and outcome data analyses.  18 

Data from live birth outcomes largely suggest that fully euploid biopsies are associated with 19 

positive live birth rates, while fully aneuploid biopsies are not. However, the possible 20 

confounding effects of chromosomal mosaicism (when either the whole embryo, the biopsy 21 

result (or both) contain an admixture of euploid and aneuploid cells) is frequently cited as a 22 

reason why PGT-A should not be performed. Previous computer models have indicated that 23 

a mosaic result is a poor indicator of the level of mosaicism of the rest of the embryo, and it 24 

is thus unwise to use mosaic PGT-A results when selecting embryos for transfer. Here we 25 

developed a computational model, tessera, to create virtual embryos for biopsy, allowing us 26 

to vary the number of cells in the simulated embryo and biopsy, the proportion of aneuploid 27 

cells and the degree of juxtaposition of those cells. Analysis of approximately 1 million 28 

virtual embryos showed that “100% euploid” and “100% aneuploid” biopsy results are 29 

relatively accurate predictors of the remainder of the embryo, while mosaic biopsy results 30 

are poor predictors of the proportion of euploid and aneuploid cells in the rest of the 31 

embryo. Within mosaic embryos, ‘clumping’ of aneuploid cells further reduces the accuracy 32 

of biopsies in assaying the true aneuploidy level of any given embryo. Nonetheless - and 33 

somewhat counterintuitively - biopsy results can still be used with some confidence to rank 34 

embryos within a cohort. Our simulations help resolve the apparent paradox surrounding 35 

PGT-A: the biopsy result is poorly predictive of the absolute level of mosaicism of a single 36 

embryo, but may be applicable nonetheless in making clinical decisions on which embryos 37 

to transfer.  38 
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Introduction 39 

Preimplantation Genetic Testing for Aneuploidy (PGT-A) is one of the most controversial 40 

areas of treatment in reproductive medicine. Since its inception, questions about its efficacy 41 

have led to entrenched points of view both in favour and against its use (Griffin and Ogur, 42 

2018; Victor et al., 2020). While randomised controlled trials (e.g. Yan et al., 2021), mostly in 43 

good prognosis patients, often point to minimal or no efficacy (at least in younger women), 44 

non-selection trials (e.g. Tiegs et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021) provide 45 

strong evidence that embryos diagnosed as fully aneuploid rarely lead to live births and 46 

frequently miscarry . Some consensus can be arrived at along the lines of a) PGT-A does not 47 

improve cumulative pregnancy/live birth rates (some would say it was never designed to), 48 

but b) PGT-A does nonetheless improve pregnancy/live birth rates per embryo transfer 49 

(though some would say that this is not an accurate measure of efficacy). Key points of 50 

debate and disagreement still persist however as follows: First, the extent to which PGT-A 51 

improves pregnancy/live birth rate per cycle. While raw outcome data points to a clear 52 

positive benefit of PGT-A (Sanders et al., 2021), this work has been challenged by Roberts et 53 

al., (2022) as “naïve analysis”; they performed a more in-depth logistic regression including 54 

confounders such as patient history, treatment characteristics and year of treatment, and 55 

suggested that PGT-A may be detrimental overall. Second, the prospect that the process of 56 

biopsying the embryo could lead to damage and therefore impaired developmental 57 

potential. While Scott et al., (2013) have provided compelling evidence that this is not the 58 

case in their own setting, worldwide roll-out could theoretically lead to suboptimal practices 59 

in some clinics. Third, the possible confounding effects of euploid/aneuploid mosaicism. 60 

Specifically, the likely role of embryo “self-correction” (high levels of embryonic mosaicism 61 

earlier in development demonstrably reduce in later stages), and, pertinent to this study, 62 
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whether any mosaic result found in the biopsy accurately reflects that of the rest of the 63 

embryo. 64 

 65 

Currently, PGT-A involves the removal of a 5-10 cell biopsy from the trophectoderm (TE) of a 66 

~150-200 cell blastocyst embryo. Most PGT-A performed today entails assessment of the 67 

biopsy’s ploidy by low-read whole genome sequencing and subsequent read depth counting 68 

(reviewed in Viotti, 2020). The end result is a profile with wide dynamic range that is well 69 

established, with considerable accuracy, to assay for the proportion of euploid and 70 

aneuploid cells in known admixtures of five or more cells. The subsequent translation to a 71 

five-cell embryo biopsy is inferred with some confidence therefore and, by definition, if 72 

mosaicism is present in the biopsy, the embryo as a whole was mosaic prior to biopsy. The 73 

level of mosaicism (i.e. the proportion of aneuploid to euploid cells) among the un-biopsied 74 

remainder of the embryo however is not reliably inferred. That is, if two out of the five cells 75 

in the biopsy are aneuploid, this does not necessarily mean that the remainder of the 76 

embryo is similarly 40% aneuploid and 60% euploid. There are three reasons for this: First, 77 

from basic probabilities of sampling from a mixed population, a five-cell biopsy will not 78 

always reflect this ratio. Second, the majority of euploid/aneuploid mosaics arise by post-79 

zygotic chromosomal segregation errors; populations of aneuploid cells are thus clonal and 80 

would be expected to be in rough juxtaposition to one another. In other words, a mosaic 81 

embryo would be expected to have “clumps” of euploid and aneuploid cells, non-82 

homogeneously distributed. Third, there is evidence that the TE and ICM (inner cell mass) 83 

can have different levels of aneuploidy or mosaicism (Griffin et al., 2022; Ren et al., 2022). 84 

The blastocyst thus either actively expels aneuploid cells to the trophectoderm and other 85 

structures (blastocoel, surrounding degenerate cells) or the ICM disproportionately 86 
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disfavours the growth of aneuploid cells (Griffin et al., 2022). Indeed, as more data emerges, 87 

it appears that the majority of embryos from both healthy and infertile couples are mosaic 88 

to some degree (Coticchio et al., 2021; Griffin et al., 2022). Moreover, human embryonic 89 

development is characterised, chromosomally, to be complex, fluid and dynamic, with 90 

demonstrably fewer chromosome abnormalities present at day 3 compared to day 5 91 

(Coticchio et al., 2021; Harton et al., 2017). 92 

 93 

Experimental data provides strong evidence that, for the most part, the biopsy result 94 

obtained accurately represents the chromosome constitution of the rest of the embryo (Kim 95 

et al., 2022; Navratil et al., 2020; Victor et al., 2019). The majority of biopsy results are 96 

however “100% euploid” or “100% aneuploid”, with mosaic results comprising ~4-20% of 97 

returns. Furthermore, 100% euploid diagnoses may not have detected low level 98 

euploid/aneuploid mosaicism by virtue of the fact that, simply, no aneuploid cells were 99 

biopsied. Initial reports of live births following mosaic embryo diagnoses (Greco et al., 2015) 100 

were followed by the establishment of a registry logging the transfers of mosaic embryos 101 

and their clinical outcomes (Viotti et al., 2023, 2021). Data shows that live birth rate per 102 

embryo transfer is generally lower in mosaic embryos than embryos with a “100% euploid 103 

result”, but that other health outcomes for babies born from the mosaic or euploid groups 104 

seem largely indistinguishable (Viotti et al., 2023, 2021). 105 

 106 

Computational models provide a useful adjunct to clinical outcome data studies, allowing 107 

multiple iterations of the same biological scenario to be tested. In this study, we explored, 108 

comprehensively, the utility of embryo biopsy using computational modelling. Previous 109 

modelling of embryo biopsy as a sampling approach using a hypergeometric distribution 110 
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model demonstrated limitations in how much information can be obtained from a single 111 

biopsy (Gleicher et al., 2017). This modelling assumed aneuploid cells were randomly 112 

distributed within an embryo; however, their clonal origin suggests this to be unlikely 113 

(Mantikou et al., 2012). Clustered aneuploid cells in a biopsy do not fit a hypergeometric 114 

distribution and so the previous model could have overstated the utility of biopsying. If we 115 

were to ask the question “does a mosaic diagnosis accurately predict the level of mosaicism 116 

in the rest of the embryo?” we need to define what we mean by “accurately” – within 1%, 117 

5%, 10% or 20% for instance. Finally, even if we cannot accurately predict the absolute level 118 

of embryo mosaicism, does this mean that the ranking of embryos based on the level of 119 

mosaicism seen is also invalid?  120 

 121 

With the above in mind, we developed a more extensive computational model of embryo 122 

biopsy, allowing us to explore the scenarios in which biopsies do, or do not, provide useful 123 

information. We were interested not only in the proportion of aneuploid cells in both the 124 

biopsy and the whole embryo, but also how dispersed or clustered those cells are, as well as 125 

the size of the biopsy. We related this data back to previously described classifications of 126 

aneuploidy rates into low and high-level mosaicism (Munné et al., 2020) and in the PGDIS 127 

position statement on the transfer of mosaic embryos (Leigh et al., 2022). This allowed us to 128 

resolve the paradoxical utility of trophectoderm biopsy for PGT-A via a simple maxim: 129 

although the information contained in the biopsy is highly imperfect, even imperfect 130 

information is clinically useful.  131 

 132 
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Methods 133 

In order to develop a “virtual embryo” computational model, we used R (R Core Team, 134 

2022). The virtual embryo was implemented in the tessera R package, available from 135 

https://github.com/bmskinner/tessera and allowed us to design virtual embryos with 136 

specific proportions of aneuploid cells, dispersals of those cells and to take different sizes of 137 

biopsy in multiple iterations.  138 

 139 

The embryo was implemented as a Fibonacci lattice: projection of a Fibonacci spiral into 140 

spherical coordinates, providing a sphere with evenly spaced points of desired number at 141 

the surface (González, 2009; Swinbank and Purser, 2006). This represents the TE (for 142 

simplicity, we do not consider the ICM in this model). Each cell in the embryo can be euploid 143 

or aneuploid; when an embryo is created using this model, the proportion of aneuploid cells 144 

is specified, and the level to which the aneuploid cells are dispersed on a scale of 0-1. The 145 

overall placement strategy models a biological situation in which a variable number of 146 

“seed” progenitor cells undergo mal-segregation at an early-stage embryonic development, 147 

followed by clonal expansion of these aneuploid cells within their immediate vicinity. The 148 

“dispersion” parameter controls the number of initial seed regions, ranging from 0 (no 149 

dispersion, one single clump of aneuploid cells is present) to 1 (maximal dispersion, each 150 

aneuploid cell in the embryo is placed non-adjacent to other aneuploid cells if possible).  151 

 152 

Technically, the dispersion is set by seeding initial aneuploid cells that are not adjacent to 153 

another aneuploid cell, and which can grow into aneuploid patches. As dispersion increases, 154 

so does the number of initial seeds. When all seeds have been placed, or no more seeds can 155 

be placed without being adjacent to an existing aneuploid cell, any remaining aneuploid 156 
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cells required are selected randomly from the euploid cells adjacent to at least one 157 

aneuploid cell. The placement of aneuploid cells is random within these constraints, 158 

controlled by R’s random number generator. An overall seed for the generator can be set 159 

for each embryo to allow reproducibility. 160 

 161 

We then repeatedly biopsied the embryo to yield all possible biopsies from that embryo. A 162 

biopsy of desired size n is taken by sampling a cell and its n-1 closest neighbours. This is 163 

repeated for each cell in the embryo. The number of aneuploid cells in each biopsy is then 164 

counted and aggregated. 165 

 166 

We considered four parameters: aneuploidy, dispersal, embryo size and biopsy size. We 167 

simulated embryos with aneuploidy from 0% to 100% in 1% intervals, and dispersal of 168 

aneuploid cells, from 0 (clustered) to 1 (fully dispersed) in 0.01fractional intervals. Four 169 

embryo sizes were modelled: 100, 150, 200 and 250 cells, and twelve biopsy sizes: 3, 4, 5, 6, 170 

7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 cells. For each combination of aneuploidy, dispersal, embryo 171 

size and biopsy size we generated 100 embryos using different random number seeds. 172 

 173 

Given the large amount of data, unless otherwise stated, the results presented herein use a 174 

biopsy size of 5 cells and embryo size of 200 cells, as aneuploidy and dispersal were more 175 

important than embryo or biopsy size to the results. Simulated data were created using 176 

tessera v0.6 and results were visualised using ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016). The tessera package 177 

also contains a visualisation tool in Shiny (Chang et al., 2022) for exploring the impacts of 178 

aneuploidy and dispersal on biopsy results. Tessera can be run in a local web browser, and is 179 

also available for basic visualisation via web server at https://reproduction.essex.ac.uk. 180 
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 181 

Statistical analysis of clinical data 182 

We assessed the latest clinical data for empirical support for our model outputs. Data were 183 

obtained from 1733 embryos by the International Registry of Mosaic Embryo Transfers 184 

(IRMET), of which 1000 have previously been reported in Viotti et al. (2021), and 733 185 

collected since. The analyses presented here were approved by the IRB of the Zouves 186 

Foundation (OHRP IRB00011505, Protocol #0002). Embryo were evaluated for chromosomal 187 

abnormalities in trophectoderm biopsies by PGT-A (Veisieq, Vitrolife) and classified as 188 

‘mosaic’ if the results indicated intermediate copy number for any genomic region within 189 

the assay’s resolution (>20Mb) in the 20-80% interval between whole chromosome 190 

numbers, as laid out by the position statement issued by the Preimplantation Genetic 191 

Diagnosis International Society (PGDIS) (Leigh et al., 2022).  Embryos were classified 192 

following Viotti et al. (2021) as either whole chromosome mosaics (at least one whole 193 

chromosomal aneuploidy and zero or more segmental aneuploidies) or segmental mosaics 194 

(at least one segmental aneuploidy and no whole chromosomal aneuploidy).  195 

 196 

Statistical analysis was performed in R. Data were analysed by logistic regression, modelling 197 

successful outcome as dependent on the type of aneuploidy and the level of aneuploidy. 198 

Comparisons between categorical groups were performed with two-tailed chi-square tests 199 

with Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.  200 

 201 

Scripts used to generate all analyses and figures presented are available at 202 

https://github.com/bmskinner/embryo_biopsy. 203 
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Results 204 

We developed the R package `tessera` to simulate trophectoderm biopsies, allowing us to 205 

compare the effects of changing embryo parameters on biopsy results. Figure 1 shows two 206 

example embryos, both with 20% aneuploidy, but different dispersal of the aneuploid cells 207 

(Fig 1 A,B). The distribution of biopsies obtained from these embryos consequently also 208 

differs. 209 

 210 

 211 

Figure 1: Model embryos created using tessera with 20% aneuploid cells (dark grey) and 80% 212 

euploid cells (light green), shown from front and back. Embryos have either high (A) or low 213 

(B) dispersal of the aneuploid cells. The potential biopsies obtained from each differ (graph C 214 

for embryo A, graph D for embryo B). For the clustered embryo (B) most biopsies are not 215 

representative of the mosaicism level present in the embryo (D); the reverse is true for the 216 

dispersed embryo. 217 

 218 
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In the dispersed embryo (Fig 1A), the majority of biopsies also have 20% aneuploidy (1 219 

aneuploid cell in the biopsy; Fig 1C), but in clustered embryo (Fig 1B) the majority of the 220 

biopsies come from the euploid region of the embryo and have no aneuploid cells (Fig 1D). 221 

Biopsies taken from a clustered embryo are hence less likely to be representative of the 222 

embryo than biopsies taken from the dispersed embryo.  223 

 224 

We used this approach to explore the impact of aneuploidy level, dispersal, biopsy size and 225 

embryo size by simulating and biopsying multiple randomly generated embryos for each 226 

parameter combination.  227 

Aneuploidy level and dispersal both affect biopsy accuracy 228 

In the first step, we kept dispersal high, and varied the level of aneuploidy. We visualised 229 

the overall accuracy of the biopsies by comparing the biopsy aneuploidy level to the overall 230 

embryo aneuploidy level (Figure 2A). We saw an increase in the error as aneuploidy 231 

increases towards 50%. This matches expectations: the more cells of a single type are 232 

present in the embryo, the more likely a biopsy is to reflect those cells. There is also a 233 

decrease in error as aneuploidy increases from 50% to 100% and the cells again become 234 

more consistent. 235 

 236 
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 237 

 238 

Figure 2: Difference between the aneuploidy of a 5-cell biopsy and the aneuploidy of the 239 

embryo for embryos with increasing levels of (A) aneuploidy at constant dispersal of 1 and 240 

(B) increasing dispersal with constant aneuploidy of 20%. Values show the mean and 241 

standard deviation of 100 replicates. Error is highest at 40%-60% aneuploidy, and at low 242 

dispersals. The local minima in the aneuploidy chart are due to the 5-cell biopsy size, 243 

allowing exact matches to the biopsy at these aneuploidies. 244 

 245 

If aneuploidy is held constant at 20%, and dispersal of aneuploid cells is varied, we obtain 246 

the pattern in Fig 2B: greatest error at low dispersal, decreasing as dispersal increases. This 247 

also matches expectations: a biopsy from a highly dispersed embryo will be more likely to 248 

reflect the embryo than a biopsy taken from a patch of clustered aneuploid cells. 249 
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Hard classification thresholds cause lower accuracy in classifying embryos close to the 250 

boundary. 251 

The difference between the level of mosaicism in the biopsy and that in the embryo is one 252 

useful measure, but there are other classification methods used in clinics. The PGDIS 253 

(Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis International Society) described classification levels for 254 

aneuploidy that are followed or adapted by many fertility clinics (Leigh et al., 2022; Munné 255 

et al., 2020), hereafter termed ‘embryo classes’ for brevity. Under the position statement, 256 

the following classification system is possible: 0-<20% aneuploidy is considered ‘euploid’, 257 

20-<50% ‘low level’ mosaic, 50-80% ‘high level’ mosaic, and >80-100% ‘aneuploid’. We used 258 

these classifications as a more practical assessment of biopsy accuracy: what percentage of 259 

biopsies from an embryo are in the same class as the embryo itself? 260 

 261 

 262 

Figure 3: The percentage of biopsies in the same class as the embryo from which they came, 263 

for all combinations of aneuploidy and dispersal. Each combination represents the mean of 264 
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100 embryos. Accuracy is lower in embryos with low dispersal, especially in ‘low-level’ 265 

mosaic embryos. 266 

 267 

Figure 3 shows this embryo classification accuracy for dispersal and aneuploidy 268 

combinations as a heatmap. Each combination is calculated as the mean from 100 embryos. 269 

Large differences are seen between the accuracies of biopsies from embryos in the different 270 

embryo classes become apparent. Generally, high dispersal of aneuploid cells is more 271 

accurate than clustered cells, and extremes of aneuploidy are more accurate than 272 

intermediate mosaic levels of aneuploidy. Overall classification accuracy is lowest in the low-273 

level mosaic class and at the boundaries between classes.  274 

Increasing biopsy size does not greatly increase accuracy in clustered embryos 275 

All models presented so far have used a biopsy size of 5 cells. In PGT-A biopsies tend to be 5-276 

10 cells, so we tested the effect of varying biopsy size from 3 cells to an unrealistically high 277 

30 cells on the accuracy of embryo classification (Figure 4); the panel for 5-cells in figure 4 is 278 

identical to Figure 3. 279 

 280 

Notably, while accuracy does increase as biopsy size increases, we see little difference over 281 

a ‘practical’ biopsy size of 5-10 cells. We also see that even if the biopsy is unrealistically 282 

large (>15 cells), there is little improvement to biopsy accuracy in embryos with highly 283 

clustered aneuploid cells, especially in the low-level mosaic class. This suggests there is no 284 

clear benefit to biopsying larger numbers of cells. Indeed, the effect of using hard cut-off 285 

thresholds with these different biopsy sizes makes, for instance, a 6-cell biopsy appear less 286 

accurate over the high-level mosaic embryos than a 5-cell biopsy. Furthermore, 287 
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classification accuracy of low- and high-level mosaic embryos is very poor for 3-cell biopsies 288 

and for 4-cell biopsies of low-level mosaic embryos, and we therefore caution against 289 

collecting fewer than 4 cells in a biopsy. 290 

 291 

 292 

 293 

Figure 4: The effect of increasing biopsy size on accuracy for all combinations of embryo 294 

aneuploidy and dispersal. Numbers above each heatmap show the biopsy size. There are 295 

only small increases to accuracy over the 5-10 cell biopsy range, and even at larger biopsy 296 

sizes there is little difference to accuracy when dispersal of aneuploid cells is very low. 297 

 298 

We then tested whether taking two 5-cell biopsies from an embryo improved over a single 299 

10-cell biopsy. There is a small improvement for embryos with low dispersal (Figure S1-S3), 300 
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increasing accuracy by up to ~12 percentage points, but there are no benefits at higher 301 

dispersals. 302 

Predicting an embryo as high- or low-level mosaic from a single biopsy is not reliable  303 

Up to this point, we have demonstrated how patterns of embryo biopsies vary as the 304 

embryo parameters change. We next considered the reverse situation, which is what 305 

clinicians actually experience: given a single biopsy, which embryos are most likely to 306 

generate this biopsy, and does this allow effective prediction of embryo status? For this, we 307 

made the assumption that an embryo is equally likely to originate from anywhere in the 308 

parameter space of aneuploidy and dispersal. This is probably not true of real embryos, but 309 

we do not have enough biological data to clearly constrain these values as yet (see the 310 

Discussion). 311 

Under these assumptions, we simulated a pool of 1,020,100 embryos covering all pairwise 312 

combinations of aneuploidy and dispersal with 100 replicates per combination, and took all 313 

202,020,000 possible biopsies from these embryos. We then grouped the biopsies by the 314 

number of aneuploid cells they contained. For each number of aneuploid cells, we counted 315 

how frequently biopsies with that number occurred in each embryo combination (Figure 5).  316 

 317 
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 318 

Figure 5: The possible origin embryos for 5-cell biopsies with 0 to 5 aneuploid cells. Biopsies 319 

with either 0 or 5 aneuploid cells are more likely to come from a constitutively normal or 320 

constitutively aneuploid embryo respectively, but mosaic biopsies can come from a much 321 

broader possible range of embryos. 322 

 323 

We observed that while fully euploid or aneuploid biopsies are more likely to originate from 324 

correspondingly high or low aneuploid embryos, when biopsies are mosaic there is a wide 325 

range of possible origins. This shows that accurately classifying a mosaic embryo based on a 326 

single biopsy is not robust. 327 

 328 

To demonstrate this further, we focussed on just three levels of dispersal - 0 (clustered), 0.5 329 

(mid dispersal) and 1 (highly dispersed). For each level of biopsy aneuploidy, what 330 
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percentage of biopsies originate at each level of embryo aneuploidy (Figure 6A)? In the ideal 331 

scenario biopsy aneuploidy and embryo aneuploidy would be perfectly correlated and we 332 

would be able to derive the precise level of aneuploid cells in a mosaic embryo for a given 333 

biopsy result. However, while there is a correlation, it is weak, especially at low dispersal 334 

(i.e. when cells are clustered). Adding the embryo classification thresholds on top of this 335 

chart, we then counted the number of embryos that matched the biopsy’s class (Figure 6B). 336 

At low dispersal, only about half of biopsies would correctly predict their embryo’s class, 337 

and even at high dispersal the accuracy rises to ~80% only for fully euploid or aneuploid 338 

biopsies. A practical interpretation is that if one took a 5-cell biopsy from an embryo with 339 

clustered aneuploid cells, and the biopsy showed one aneuploid cell (low level mosaic), the 340 

embryo itself would be a low-level mosaic for less than half of such biopsies; even if the 341 

aneuploid cells were dispersed, the embryo would still be low-level mosaic for 55% of these 342 

biopsies. For a mosaic embryo, the classification would be as likely to be incorrect as 343 

correct. 344 

 345 

 346 

 347 
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 348 

Figure 6: A mosaic biopsy has limited predictive power at classifying an individual embryo. 349 

(A) The percentage of biopsies with a given aneuploidy originating from an embryo with a 350 

given aneuploidy at three levels of dispersal (0, 0.5, 1). The embryo classification thresholds 351 

are drawn as white squares; for prediction to be useful, the majority of embryo aneuploidies 352 

should be within the squares. (B) the percentage of biopsies that correctly predict their 353 

embryo class at the three levels of dispersal. 354 

Biopsy results are nonetheless informative when ranking mosaic embryos 355 

In clinical practice, it is rare to only consider one single biopsied embryo at a time. Usually 356 

multiple oocytes are retrieved following ovarian stimulation, of which some will be graded 357 

good quality and suitable for TE biopsy - e.g. 16.4±11 oocytes from which 4.9±4.7 358 

blastocysts were biopsied and a single embryo transferred; (Lin et al., 2020). The clinical 359 

real-world question is “which of these embryos (if any) should be transferred to yield the 360 

best chance for pregnancy?”. The embryos are ranked, using the biopsies to determine their 361 

relative quality. Do the limitations imposed by single biopsy accuracy impair the ability to 362 

correctly rank two or more embryos? 363 
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 364 

Consider two embryos. One has 40% aneuploidy, and a biopsy yielding 2/5 aneuploid cells. 365 

The second has 60% aneuploidy and a biopsy yielding 3/5 aneuploid cells. The biopsies are 366 

accurate representations of the embryo. The biopsies can also be used to rank the embryos 367 

from less aneuploid to more aneuploid. Now consider the same embryos, but with different 368 

biopsy results: 0/5 and 2/5 aneuploid cells respectively. The biopsies are no longer accurate; 369 

they do not reflect the true level of aneuploidy in the embryo. However, they still correctly 370 

rank the embryos from less aneuploid to more aneuploid. Selecting the embryo with the 371 

lowest number of aneuploid cells in the biopsy for transfer is still the most sensible decision. 372 

 373 

To understand how this ability to rank embryos is affected by aneuploidy and dispersal, we 374 

repeatedly generated two embryos with different aneuploidies, from 0-100%, took all 375 

possible biopsies from each embryo, and made all pairwise combinations of those biopsies. 376 

We scored the ranking as correct if the biopsy from the less aneuploid embryo had fewer 377 

aneuploid cells than the biopsy from the more aneuploid embryo. Equal numbers of 378 

aneuploid cells in the biopsies were scored as ties, and higher numbers of aneuploid cells in 379 

the biopsy from the less aneuploid embryo were scored as incorrect ranking. 380 

 381 

We aggregated the rank results by the true difference in aneuploidies between the two 382 

embryos, since ranking embryos with a large aneuploidy difference should be more likely to 383 

succeed than ranking embryos with a small aneuploidy difference. Figure 7A shows the 384 

mean and standard deviation over 100 replicates for each aneuploidy combination at zero 385 

dispersal (the worst-case scenario for accuracy from our earlier modelling). Although some 386 

biopsies are tied (equal numbers of aneuploid cells), on average ranking embryos is 387 
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successful more than half of the time as long as there is a greater than 25 percentage point 388 

difference in aneuploidies. 389 

 390 

Figure 7: Effect of the size of aneuploidy differences on ranking two embryos with different 391 

levels of aneuploidies by biopsy result for embryos with zero dispersal. A) There is a greater 392 

than 50% chance of unambiguously choosing the correct rank order as long as the absolute 393 

difference in aneuploidy is greater than 25%. B) Biopsies with equal aneuploidy (tied ranking) 394 

are evenly split between correct and incorrect ranking to mimic the clinical scenario in which 395 

a random choice will be correct 50% of the time. Ranking two embryos based on biopsy 396 

outcomes will always on average correctly rank embryos better than chance if the embryos 397 

have unequal levels of aneuploidy. 100 replicate embryos were generated per aneuploidy 398 

combination. Values show mean and standard deviation after aggregating by aneuploidy 399 

difference. More detailed breakdowns by aneuploidy and dispersal combinations are shown 400 

in supplementary data (Figures S4 - S5). 401 

 402 

 403 
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What practically happens in the clinic if two embryos have equal biopsy results, and one is 404 

desired for transfer? The data must be either discarded as uninformative, and other embryo 405 

characteristics (e.g. morphology) relied upon, or a random choice must be made between 406 

the two embryos. In our simulated embryo pairs, a random choice would correctly select the 407 

embryo with lower aneuploidy half the time. We accounted for this by splitting half of the 408 

‘Tied’ rank biopsies each into the ‘Correct’ and ‘Incorrect’ ranks (Figure 7B), yielding the 409 

effective ranking ability. As long as there is a difference in aneuploidy between two 410 

embryos, no matter how small, biopsy data will on average allow the two to be 411 

distinguished better than by chance. This demonstrates that biopsying an embryo is useful 412 

for comparisons between embryos, even if it is not directly informative as to the absolute 413 

aneuploidy status of the embryo. 414 

 415 

In practice, clinics are not only trying to distinguish between two embryos alone. The goal is 416 

often to select the best k embryos from a pool of n. We simulated an embryo pool with 417 

random aneuploidy levels, from which three embryos were selected via single biopsy (Figure 418 

8) and compared the selected embryos to the true “best” embryos. This ranking is effective 419 

across the full range of possible dispersals, and at other pool sizes and selection sizes (Figure 420 

S6). 421 

 422 
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 423 

Figure 8: Single biopsies can reliably select the best three embryos from a pool of six 424 

embryos. For each dispersal level, 100 pools of embryos were generated with random 425 

aneuploidy levels. A single biopsy from each embryo was used to rank the pool, and the 426 

three embryos with lowest rank were selected. The figure shows the mean percentage of 427 

selected embryos that are in the true “best three”. Values show mean and standard 428 

deviation from 100 embryo pools. Full combinations are in Figure S6. 429 

 430 

Embryo transfer data demonstrate association of aneuploidy level with clinical outcomes 431 

Viotti et al. (2021) provided an analysis of outcome data from 1000 mosaic embryos 432 

showing statistically significant inverse correlation between aneuploidy level and favourable 433 

outcomes (implantation as measured via gestational sac, ongoing pregnancy and birth). 434 

Here, we extend that data with an additional 733 mosaic embryos. In confirmation of the 435 

previous analysis, we show there is still a significant difference in both implantation and 436 
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ongoing pregnancy / birth outcomes between mosaic embryos classified as less than 50% or 437 

greater than 50% aneuploid (Figure 9). 438 

 439 

 440 

Figure 9: Implantation (light grey) and ongoing pregnancy/birth rates (dark grey) split by 441 

segmental or whole chromosome aneuploidies. Complex mosaics with multiple changes 442 

detected were classified based on the largest abnormality present. Thus ‘Whole chromosome 443 

mosaics’ includes all cases involving a full chromosome aneuploidy regardless of the 444 

presence or absence of additional segmental aneuploidies, while ‘Segmental mosaics’ 445 

includes only cases where all aneuploid regions were sub-chromosomal in extent. Breaking 446 

the data into <50% or ≥50% aneuploidy reveals significant differences in outcome for whole 447 

chromosome mosaics, though not for segmental mosaics (chi square tests with Bonferroni 448 

correction). This figure is structured to match Viotti et al. 2021 Figure 2A for comparison. 449 

 450 

We used logistic regression to further analyse the relationship between aneuploidy level 451 

and aneuploidy type on the probability of successful outcome of implantation or ongoing 452 

pregnancy/birth (Figure S8). We found that, holding aneuploidy type constant, the odds of 453 

successful implantation decreased by 1.14% (Odds Ratio [OR]: 0.989, CI: 0.981-0.996) for 454 
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each additional percentage of aneuploidy. Holding aneuploidy level constant, the odds of 455 

successful implantation decreased by 33.9% (OR: 0.661, CI: 0.554 - 0.799) for mosaics with 456 

whole chromosomal aneuploidies compared to segmental aneuploidies. 457 

 458 

For ongoing pregnancy / births, holding aneuploidy type constant, the odds of successful 459 

outcome decreased by 1.50% (OR: 0.985, CI: 0.977-0.993) for each additional percentage of 460 

aneuploidy. Holding aneuploidy level constant, the odds of successful outcome decreased 461 

by 38.2% (OR: 0.618, CI: 0.506 - 0.754) for mosaics with whole chromosomal aneuploidies 462 

compared to segmental aneuploidies. 463 

 464 

Discussion 465 

The chromosomally complex, fluid and dynamic nature of the human embryo (Coticchio et 466 

al., 2021), coupled with the widespread use of PGT-A make it no surprise that it is still an 467 

area of great debate. The data presented here provide evidence to resolve an apparent 468 

paradox on whether the practice of PGT-A is effective when embryos are mosaic. Our 469 

modelling demonstrates that mosaic biopsies can derive from a wide range of embryos and 470 

their results should not be considered a reliable indicator of individual embryo status. 471 

Somewhat counterintuitively however, when considering a pool of embryos that need to be 472 

ranked based on the proportion of aneuploid (vs euploid) cells, a mosaic biopsy result can 473 

be informative in establishing that ranking. Furthermore, when a biopsy indicates that all 474 

cells are aneuploid, or all cells are euploid, it is considerably more informative in predicting 475 

the genetic status of the embryo.  476 
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Our modelling supports PGT-A outcome data 477 

The data presented here support the outcome data in the mosaicism registry (1733 embryos 478 

at the time of writing) suggesting that the proportion of aneuploid cells in a mosaic biopsy is 479 

a predictor of the chances of live birth – the greater the level of aneuploidy in the mosaic 480 

biopsy, the lower the chances of a live birth. This also supports data from post-2020 non-481 

selection trials and the unblinded cohort study of Gleicher and colleagues (Barad et al., 482 

2022; Tiegs et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021), in which embryo biopsies 483 

diagnosed as 100% euploid have a higher chance of pregnancy and live birth (55-65%) than 484 

any classes in the mosaicism registry. On the other hand, those diagnosed as 100% 485 

aneuploid have little or no chance (0-2%). Of the 4 studies that have addressed this issue, a 486 

total of 267 embryos have been transferred, with only 3 (1%) leading to chromosomally 487 

normal live births (in 2 of the 4 studies the live birth rate was 0%). The three surviving births 488 

presumably represented genotyping errors, or mosaic embryos in which a postzygotic error 489 

led to a cluster of aneuploid cells around the site of biopsy. 490 

 491 

The debate over the utility of PGT-A often centres around the compounding effects of 492 

mosaicism and the interpretation of its results. While there are few randomised controlled 493 

trials (RCTs) for PGT-A, meta-analysis of RCTs has suggested chromosome copy number 494 

screening increases implantation rates (Dahdouh et al., 2015). More recent RCTs suggest 495 

that PGT-A does not increase cumulative live birth rate in women between 20 and 37 496 

(average age 29) (Yan et al., 2021) but these studies may be under-powered (Cornelisse et 497 

al., 2020). Data is especially lacking on the utility of PGT-A for women over 35, a high-risk 498 

group for aneuploidies. Munné et al., (2019) found no increase in ongoing pregnancy rate 499 

(OPR) at 20 weeks in women aged 25-40 associated with PGT-A, though post-hoc analysis of 500 
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women aged 35-40 showed a significant increase in OPR. In light of the lack of conclusive 501 

RCTs and biological uncertainty about the impacts of mosaicism, Gleicher et al., (2021) have 502 

suggested PGT-A should not be routinely offered in the clinic, as it risks discarding viable 503 

embryos, does not provide reliable information and may give clinics a conflict of interest in 504 

recommending expensive yet unnecessary treatments to patients (Gleicher et al., 2021, 505 

2020).  506 

 507 

Most data for higher risk groups come from published pregnancy rates from clinics and deal 508 

with pregnancy or live birth rates per embryo transfer. It is very clear that, by this measure, 509 

PGT-A confers a benefit (Sanders et al., 2021), particularly in older women where the 510 

difference is over tenfold. Such results are borne out by other non-selection trials (Tiegs et 511 

al., 2021), and an unblinded cohort study (Barad et al., 2022) in which fully aneuploid 512 

diagnoses were transferred, but only led to live birth 1% of the time. Strong support for the 513 

effectiveness of biopsies in selecting mosaic embryos for transfer has come from analysis of 514 

outcomes (Viotti et al., 2021) and our follow-up analysis here, which show clear differences 515 

in rates of implantation and ongoing pregnancy for embryos with low level or high-level 516 

mosaicism. Given the good/poor prognosis for constitutively euploid/aneuploid embryos 517 

respectively, this is of primary importance for cycles where only embryos with a mosaic 518 

diagnosis. The proportion of such cycles is not well characterised but has been reported to 519 

be up to 20% (Lin et al., 2020). 520 

Relevance for clinical interpretation of biopsy data  521 

The modelling presented here provides evidence that biopsy results (even mosaic ones) can 522 

be interpreted with some confidence when ranking embryos for potential transfer, but give 523 
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limited information about a single embryo. Furthermore, assigning a classification to a 524 

biopsy such as “euploid, low-level mosaic, high-level mosaic or aneuploid” can also affects 525 

the accuracy of the reporting. In the light of the results presented here we respectfully 526 

suggest that while “euploid and aneuploid” should be retained for biopsies showing 0% or 527 

100% aneuploid cells respectively, the classification of mosaic embryos based on biopsies 528 

with intermediate levels of aneuploidy detection is less robust. Clinicians should bear in 529 

mind that simple fixed cut-offs for “high” or “low” levels of mosaicism can be misleading 530 

when considering only a single embryo. Rather, we suggest using classification or absolute 531 

aneuploidy level preferentially for ranking embryos, regardless of any nominal cutoffs. We 532 

have shown that any absolute difference in the measured aneuploidy level is sufficient to 533 

rank one embryo as higher or lower grade aneuploidy than another at better than chance 534 

accuracy, though if the measured aneuploidy levels for two embryos fall within 20% of each 535 

other, clinicians may wish to weight other aspects of embryo quality (such as morphology) 536 

more highly when selecting embryos for transfer. Our testing of biopsy sizes showed 537 

classification accuracy of low- and high-level mosaic embryos is poor for 3-cell biopsies and 538 

for 4-cell biopsies of low-level mosaic embryos and we therefore suggest collecting at least 5 539 

cells if possible. We also found only a small benefit to taking two 5-cell biopsies versus one 540 

10-cell biopsy, and thus given the robust ranking of embryos in a pool from single biopsies, 541 

we do not recommend multiple biopsies. 542 

Future extensions to modelling for consideration 543 

In this study, while we addressed the level of aneuploidy in the biopsy and its relationship to 544 

the likely level of aneuploidy in the whole embryo, we did not consider that the TE forms 545 

the placenta and other extraembryonic tissue, distinct from the inner cell mass (ICM) that 546 
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will develop into the foetus. However, TE biopsy reflects the chromosomal constitution of 547 

the ICM  in studies from both humans (Ren et al., 2022; Victor et al., 2019) and cattle (Tutt 548 

et al., 2021), and uniform aneuploidies are well detected by TE biopsy (Popovic et al., 2019; 549 

Victor et al., 2019). We also do not consider 'self-correction'; the long-established 550 

phenomenon that cleavage stage embryos (day 3) can have aneuploidy in more than half of 551 

their cells but that level nonetheless declines by trophectoderm stage (day 5) (reviewed in  552 

McCoy, 2017). 553 

 554 

Of all the parameters explored (aneuploidy, dispersal, embryo size, biopsy size), we found 555 

that the level of dispersal is the most important factor affecting the accuracy of a biopsy. If 556 

the aneuploid cells are evenly dispersed across the embryo, a biopsy may be fully 557 

representative, but if the aneuploid cells are clustered, individual biopsies are likely to be 558 

misleading. The level of dispersal may also be influenced by the type of error generating the 559 

mosaicism in the first place; a nondisjunction error at meiosis followed by a trisomy rescue 560 

event may have a different pattern of aneuploidies to a polymerase slippage at mitosis, or a 561 

mitotic nondisjunction. 562 

 563 

While our model has considered many parameter combinations, it has also still been using a 564 

binary treatment of aneuploidy: a cell is aneuploid or it is euploid. In reality, aneuploidies 565 

can be more complex, with different chromosomes having different likelihoods of 566 

aneuploidy, and an embryo may contain multiple different karyotypes. Aneuploidies can 567 

also be segmental, affecting regions of chromosomes and not entire chromosomes. We see 568 

from the clinical outcome data analysed here that segmental mosaics do not have as strong 569 

a negative impact on outcomes as whole chromosome mosaics. Aneuploidies may also be 570 
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balanced, invisible to bulk sequencing, and only revealed by single cell sequencing (Ren et 571 

al., 2022), and mitotic nondisjunction events typically generate trisomic and monosomic 572 

cells that could balance each other out and thus not easily be detectable by NGS when pools 573 

of cells are analysed. We want to investigate these additional aspects of mosaicism in the 574 

future and how they can affect the measured biopsy outcomes. The true incidence of 575 

different levels of embryo aneuploidy and dispersal - both in natural populations and in the 576 

patient groups that are typically undergoing PGT-A is also not fully understood. Only with 577 

real data on the distribution of aneuploidies and their dispersal in embryos will we be able 578 

to refine these models. This can be obtained through (e.g.) lineage tracing experiments or 579 

more detailed sampling and single cell sequencing of embryos that have been rejected for 580 

transfer. 581 

Conclusion 582 

The assisted reproduction community has been debating the merits of PGT-A since its 583 

inception and, in our opinion, our data provide a resolution to some of the opposing 584 

viewpoints around mosaicism. While debate on other aspects of PGT-A will continue, we 585 

suggest a combination of the mosaicism registry data with the modelling presented in this 586 

study should inform the decision-making process when a mosaic result is returned from an 587 

embryo biopsy. What we have demonstrated is that although a biopsy result is imperfect, it 588 

is nonetheless informative in prioritising embryos for transfer whether a 100% euploid, 589 

100% aneuploid or mosaic result is obtained. When navigating hazards, even a blurred map 590 

is useful. 591 
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Supplementary figures 766 

 767 

Figure S1: Accuracy of one 10-cell biopsy across embryo sizes and dispersals 768 

Figure S2: Percentage of two 5-cell biopsies matching their embryo class across embryo 769 

sizes and dispersals 770 

Figure S3: Comparison of one 10-cell biopsy and two 5-cell biopsies. 771 

Figure S4: Effect of dispersal and aneuploidy differences on ranking two embryos with 772 

different aneuploidies by biopsy result. 773 

Figure S5: Effect of dispersal and aneuploidy differences on ranking two embryos with 774 

different aneuploidies by biopsy result, dispersing ties. 775 

Figure S6: The ability to select the best k embryos from a pool of n when the pool contains 776 

embryos with random levels of aneuploidies. 777 

Figure S7: Logistic regression on outcomes shows a significant association with aneuploidy 778 

level and with the type of chromosomal abnormality. 779 
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781 
Figure S1: Accuracy of one 10-cell biopsy across embryo sizes and dispersals. Compare to 782 

Figure 6 (one 5-cell biopsy) and Figures S2 and S3 (two 5-cell biopsies).  783 
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 786 

 787 

Figure S2: Percentage of two 5-cell biopsies matching their embryo class embryo sizes and 788 

dispersals. Compare to the single 5-cell biopsy in Figure 6B and the single 10-cell biopsy in 789 

Figure S1.  790 
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 792 

 793 

Figure S3: Comparison of one 10-cell biopsy and two 5-cell biopsies. Accuracy is increased 794 

with two 5-cell biopsies for embryos with low dispersal by up to ~12 percentage points. 795 

There are no benefits at higher dispersals. This chart is the difference between Figures S1 796 

and S2. 797 
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 801 

Figure S4: Effect of dispersal and aneuploidy differences on ranking two embryos with 802 

different aneuploidies by biopsy result. There is a greater than 50% chance of choosing the 803 

correct rank order at all levels of dispersion as long as the absolute difference in aneuploidy 804 

is greater than 20%. 100 replicate embryos were generated per aneuploidy and dispersal 805 

combination. Values show mean and standard deviation after aggregating by aneuploidy 806 

difference. Top left panel is equivalent to Fig 7A. 807 
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 810 

Figure S5: Contrast with Fig S4. Effect of dispersal and aneuploidy differences on ranking 811 

two embryos with different aneuploidies by biopsy result. Biopsies with equal aneuploidy 812 

(tied ranking) have been evenly split between correct and incorrect ranking, since a random 813 

choice will be correct 50% of the time. Ranking two embryos based on biopsy outcomes will 814 

always on average rank embryos better than chance if the embryos have unequal levels of 815 

aneuploidy. Top left panel is equivalent to Fig 7B. 816 
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819 
Figure S6: The ability to select the best k embryos from a pool of n when the pool contains 820 

embryos with random levels of aneuploidies. Embryos are correctly selected better than 821 

chance in almost all cases (the exception at large pool sizes and low selection sizes). All 822 

embryos in the pool had 200 cells. Values are mean and standard deviation of 100 823 

replicates. This figure complements Figure 8. 824 
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 827 

Figure S7: Logistic regression on outcomes shows a significant association with aneuploidy 828 

level and with the type of chromosomal abnormality. Points show the individual embryos, 829 

and are jittered for clarity. Lines show predicted outcomes for a given aneuploidy level from 830 

the logistic regression models and the shaded areas show the standard error. Both 831 

aneuploidy type and aneuploidy level have significant contributions to outcomes. 832 
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